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Editorial
Congratulations go to Wendy Beasley and
WT. Ch. Glenalpine Pheobe of Stardell for
winning the PD stake at Surrey under the
watchfull eye of judge Stan Ford and to Pat
Herbert with Glenalpine Moo for winning
the TD stake at ASPADS Scarborough trial
with Jean Howells judging.
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Well, we have moved and it looks like we
shall be living out of boxes for some time
to come, at least the office is in a usable
condition. In all the chaos despite our best
efforts there has been one casualty that we
know of - Avon WTS ad should have gone
in last month’s issue. It has been included in
this issue, the closing date for entries is the
16th of September. Our sincere apologies
to all concerned.

Trial Reports
15
ASPADS OP
15
Scottish WTS CH
16
ASPADS OP
17
BAGSD CH
18
ASPADS WTS CH
22
Yorkshire WTS OP
24
Banbury DDTS OP

Can I ask that anyone who sends us
information especially by post please check
that we have received it. Although all the
mail is being re-directed nobody has ever
accused the Post Office of being infallible.
We have printed a picture on page 12
that we really wanted to use for a caption
competition, but we felt that the replies
would be unprintable. We hope you enjoy
it, we certainly did.

Cover photo by Judy Meelings:
Glenys Page and Littlethorn Morgan:
Anne Fowler and Glenalpine Maisey
Judge Fran Mitchell
Mark Lewindon and Manpol Spirit at Bracokeli
Frank Glancy and Dornholz Athos:

Mark Skillin
Editior

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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SHOCK – OR NOT?

Readers Letters
Many thanks to everyone who donated
prizes, or bought tickets, (or did both!) for
the Tombola at the Wessex Championship
Trial this July.
With your help we raised a magnificent
£254 for Breakthrough Breast Cancer.
They sent us a lovely letter of thanks,
stating that our donation would be put to
immediate use, and would buy a specific
piece of equipment essential to allow their
scientist to continue their research into
finding new ways to treat Breast Cancer.
You really are special people; it is a privilege and pleasure to compete alongside
you.

I was browsing through a recent copy of
Shooting Times, a magazine that we regularly read for the gundog articles. There
is some interesting reading and I like to
hear the thoughts and ideas from different disciplines, especially on overcoming
problems that can crossover into our sport.
A columnist for that magazine initiated a
debate on the use of electric collars, and
their use in training, and the prevention of
various problems that can occur within the
gundog training sphere. The correspondence he received was universally in favour
of the use of such apparatus. Now that is
not something that really shocked me, as
I am acutely aware of the various “methods” some gundog trainers will use, an is-

WESSEX WTC

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
September

3rd
6th
7th

15th
16th
16th
20th
23rd
24th

EAWTTS
OP PD WD UD CD
(Kings Lynn, 23rd - 26th September 2010)
Midland Counties GSD & ABTS
CH TD WD UD CD
(Ollerton, Notts. 4th - 10th October 2010)
Scottish WTS
OP PD TD WD UD CD VET
(Macmerry, East Lothian. 9 -10 October 2010)
North East Counties WTS
CH TD WD UD CD
(Satley, Co. Durham. 18 - 24th October 2010)
Avon WTS
OP CD Intro
(St. Briavels, 9th - 10th October 2010)
Scottish Kennel Club
OP TD UD CD
(Muthill, Crieff. 16 - 17th October 2010)
Portland DTC
OP WD UD VET
(Dorchester, Dorset. 21 - 24th October 2010)
ICENI
CH TD WD UD CD
(Tollesbury, Essex. 27 - 31st October 2010)
BAGSD
OP TD UD CD
(Long Compton, Oxfordshire. 22 - 24th October 2010)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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sue I am sure not limited solely to gun dog
sports.
I have witnessed a fair bit of gundog training at first hand and have been astounded
at some of the methods employed, some
of which belongs in the Dark Ages, and
yet no-one bats an eye lid, it seems that
“Well, that’s the way it’s done.” I will say
from the outset that I am totally against
the use of electric collars in sport. And
save for specifically authorized personnel properly vetted for use in behavioural
work they should be banned. Even those
devices used for prevention of dogs straying beyond their boundaries, if that’s likely
get a proper fence, or train your dog - now
there’s a novel concept.
Now I know that not all gundog trainers
use such methods, I have seen many excellent examples of motivational training,
where the dogs are actually “taught” what
is required with patience and kindness.
Generally I am not one to put pen to paper
but I was so alarmed by the overwhelming correspondence in favour of the use
of e-collars, and the general ignorance
on solving the root cause of the problems
highlighted in the correspondence, that I
picked up my quill and put it to parchment
– well, OK, I e-mailed him.
The general flavour of the replies he had
received was that dogs wouldn’t come
back but when they put the collar on they
did. A lady with working Vizlas had a
bitch that regularly went off on hunting
sprees for hours and on one occasion took
two youngsters with her. She returned 7
hours later with one of the youngsters and
the other was found five miles away. Other
letters were all in the same vein; Cockers
that would run off hunting and no amount
of whistling would persuade them to come
back.
Now I am very aware that hunting dogs
like to hunt. Some dogs like to chase

sheep, cars, bikes, or even as my Mum’s
Border Collie did, birds as they flew overhead. But surely the remedy is to train the
dog to listen to what you want it to do and
without the need to resort to violence and
cruelty.
It is quite apparent that some of the correspondents have neither the ability nor
skills to teach a recall properly, or maybe
even at all. This is the most basic and fundamental exercise of all; if a handler cannot teach that then take it to someone who
can, or don’t have a dog. We have all seen
dogs that will not recall with any amount
of yelling or whistling. If that’s the case
don’t let it off the lead until it has been
taught to recall! If my dog was a sheep
worrier I would take him to a sheep field
and train him in close proximity and make
sure he didn’t chase or worry them. That
training would not involve violence or cruelty and certainly it would never involve
an e-collar.
My main problem with e-collars is that
they are cruel and, as far as I am concerned, totally unnecessary in canine
sport of any kind. I couldn’t think of a
situation where they could legitimately be
used although I am told in properly trained
hands for behavioural work there could
be a use. A very good handler in working trials, for whom I have the utmost respect, has said that in the right hands in
extremely rare situations they can be the
remedy when all else fails. She had used
it on an extremely aggressive dog as a last
resort in behavioural work and the results
were instantaneous. The next stop for this
dog would have been a one way trip to the
vets. I have no reason to doubt her, and
my knowledge of problematic behavioural problems is limited so I concede such
equipment MAY in extremely rare circumstances have legitimate use if the only
other option is euthanasia. However my
5

problem with e-collars is the use of such
equipment in canine sports/hobbies. They
are a barbaric piece of apparatus and totally unnecessary. This is a sport we are talking about, not an issue of life and death,
without wishing to sound dramatic.
Surely we and the dogs are all in this and
other sports for the enjoyment; it’s a pastime, and as far as I am aware there ain’t
a good living to be made travelling round
the country spending a fortune on fuel,
overnight accommodation, entry fees etc
etc. We do it because we enjoy working
our dogs, meeting decent likeminded people and having a thoroughly good time.
So why would anyone resort to the use of
equipment made solely to inflict pain on an
animal?
I have heard it said, and the columnist on
Shooting Times stated, ”I have placed such
a collar on my wrist and turned it up to
half power and it wasn’t painful.” Well, I
suggest anyone thinking along those lines
stick it on your neck and then turn it on might be a different reaction I think. Unlike your wrist the neck has all those major
nerves and arteries going through which
must heighten the pain. There are vets
within our sport who could enlighten us
more, I am sure, on any potential physical/
neurological dangers.
Are dogs more sensitive to electric shocks
than humans? Surely in canine sports/
hobbies the use of equipment cannot be
condoned. The mere fact there are models
that are not as severe is immaterial in my
book, it’s the concept of pain inflicted on
an animal when training for a hobby that
I object to. Who is to say “Well, it just
gives them a tingle, anyway.”? How do
they know how much it hurts?
An argument I have heard is “I only use
it on vibrate.” Sure, until that stimulus
doesn’t have an effect and the power goes
on, maybe gradually at first, but then when

the dog fails to react....
If a dog is disobedient then surely we
should train the issue using humane motivational techniques without having to resort to inflicting pain on an animal. What
does a dog really “learn” when using such
a collar if it hasn’t been correctly taught
in the first place? There is a tendency to
think of the e-collar as a panacea for the
problems - it isn’t. When the collar is taken off at a trial will the dog just do exactly
as he/she wants if the actual behaviour/
training issue hasn’t been previously addressed.
The issue of “Mine is such a drivey difficult dog” and “It’s the only way” fails
as it isn’t. We have had pet dog owners
who buy working Cockers, Sprockers and
the like without knowing the hunting desire of these animals. They go to the local village hall for puppy training, then
when they think the dog will recall they let
them off the lead and off they go!! Some
professional gundog trainers will say “Put
an e-collar on it.” We have seen the result
of that training. The dogs are TOTALLY
messed up, and we have been told they will
run off in spite of the electrical pulses going through its neck. It’s then such a long
process to try and undo all that, and the
loss of trust between dog and handler.
How will you ever regain that trust completely again? Where will the bond be that
is essential to a successful working partnership? These are animals, pets, they feel
pain and have bad days like we do, if we
can’t handle that fact then get a robot instead.
What is the point, as some would advocate
(just look at some of the forum discussions
on the net) of instilling all that drive to the
point of the dog being in a place it really
shouldn’t be and then asking it to obey a
series of commands? The dog won’t be
able to do it and then the collar comes into
6

use. To my mind absolute rubbish and totally unnecessary, in fact it’s barbaric. So
the format is getting the dog into a frenzy
and then punish it with an e-collar because
it won’t do as it’s told. It doesn’t take a
genius to work out that it is unacceptable,
cruel and perhaps it’s these handlers in
need a bit of electrical therapy.
There are some who would say “It’s up to
me what I do in private on private premises.” Well, if these devices were outlawed
it doesn’t matter whether you are in your
house or wherever, you’d be committing a
crime and a power of entry could be included in the legislation. If you commit
many crimes in private it won’t stop the
relevant authority investigating it. The issue of enforcement is simple. If you have
one and you are not a registered or licensed
user you are prosecuted. If you are found
to have used one in the company of others
and they have not taken steps to inform the
relevant authorities, they too are prosecuted and banned from dog ownership. It’s
not snooping, we all have a civic duty to
report and prevent crime.
If these handlers have problems with their
dogs, train it properly and then keep revisiting it. Dog training isn’t always easy,
we all get problems, but we overcome it
through patience and thorough, kind training. I know that there must be a sanction at
some stage but that doesn’t mean roughing
the dog up, thrashing it, booting it or electrocuting it. There are better ways.
Perhaps those who resort to these methods
have neither the skill nor the knowledge
to overcome the problems. Maybe it’s all
about them and their standing within the
dog community, but has it got to be at the
expense of the dog’s welfare?

Club Focus
SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB
Unfortunatly we have had to cancel the
Airth September open trial due to a lack of
land.
Brian Glasgow

SWTS
THE OLDIES DAY
Thanks again to Ann and Derek for
organising this annual event; it is still very
popular. Thanks must also go to David, the
farmer, for use of the land.
I love judging this stake; the ages ranged
from 7 years to 14 years. We started off
with the tracking – the old dogs loved it
– then we did squares, which I put some
fun in. There were 6 articles in the square,
which all had points value; 4 tennis balls
each worth 10 points: carpet, 15 points:
biscuits in a bag, 20 points. If they had
time they could forfeit a lower article to get
a higher one if they wished, as only four
articles were required.
We then went on to the control, which
consisted of Heel Free, Speak/Retrieve,
Recall, Sendaway, with Redirect for Senior
dogs, and a 1 min Sit Stay. Fun was had
by all.
Thanks to all the tracklayers and to June,
my steward. The weather was kind to us,
being dry and sunny.
4 Juniors and 10 Seniors entered.
JUNIOR STAKE:
Maureen Keel with BUZZ, 188.5.
How nice to see Maureen again. This dog
did a nice track and square, dropped 4
points in control.

1st

“Violence starts when Knowledge fails”
GARY MARTIN
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2010 KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hosted By
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
October 14th - 16th 2010
At
Ramada Hotel, East Horsley, KT24 6TB.
TD tracking Thursday & Friday
PD tracking Friday
TD & PD C&A & Patrol Round Saturday
Spectators Welcome
Details of Hotel,B&B & Camping accommodation available on request
Evening entertainment at the hotel
Friday Buffet Dinner & Table Quiz competition.
Saturday Presentation Dinner £26.50
Booking for this & Menu Selection with Dorothy Bowen 01372 372582
General Enquiries to Christine Brooks 01483 473285
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KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 2010
14th to 16th OCTOBER
This will be held at the Ramada Hotel, East Horsley, (KT24 6TB) which will be both the
daytime base and the venue for the evening events.
The bedrooms have en-suite bathroom, TV, tea & coffee facilities. Dogs are not allowed
in the rooms but some rooms are available on request overlooking the private parking
area. We have arranged special rates for the event: Wed. to Fri. Double occupancy room
rate, with buffet style breakfast & dinner for two, £115p.n. (single £80) – (Friday quiz
evening buffet dinner is included). The Saturday B&B room rate is £95 for double, £60
single, as there is a separate charge for the presentation dinner.
To book accommodation with the hotel at these rates quote “SURR131010”.
Hotel Tel: 08448 159079 or Fax: 01483 284222.
There is a caravan club site at Horsley – contact Mr & Mrs Parris 01483 283273 (no calls
after 8pm please). List of other less local caravan sites & B&B’s also available.
Saturday presentation dinner and menu choice to be booked with
Dorothy Bowen, 4 Ridgeway Close, Fetcham, Surrey. KT22 9BF.
Tel: 01372 372582 – cost £26.50.
Starters –
		
		
Main 		
		
		
Dessert
		
		

Caramelised Onion & Goat’s Cheese Tart
OR Melon & Parma Ham with raspberry dressing
OR Tomato Soup dressed with basil
Slow-roasted rump of lamb, fondant potato,baby 		
spinach, glazed carrots & red wine sauce
OR Braised herb crust Salmon with red pepper sauce
OR Balsamic roasted vegetables with lemon cous cous
Profiteroles with chocolate sauce
OR Baileys Cheesecake
OR Fresh Fruit Salad & Cream
Tea, coffee, & petit fours.

Charge for Friday 3-course buffet dinner for those not staying in the hotel-£19.95.
also to be booked with Dorothy. (It is included in hotel resident rate)
Spectators & friends are obviously welcome in the hotel bar, but we have also arranged
morning & lunch refreshments at a special rate in a separate area.
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enthusiastic and competent Patrol Dogs.
Mick and Mike really take their time with
each team to find out exactly what has
been done before and what is needed to
sort out any specific problems. For them
the approach to the training field is just
as important as what you do on the field
and getting the `dogs head into gear` is an
absolute must. A bit of control work and
heelwork prior to coming onto the field
prepares the dog for work and tunes both
dog and handler into the session.
Each handler discussed with Mick and
Mike what stage they were at and was
then observed playing, handling, and
performing part of an exercise. Its only then
that they know where the dog is in terms
of understanding the exercise, its drive etc,
although Mick and Mike inevitably can
usually assess the relationship between the
handler and dog as they walk onto the field.
The bond between dog and handler is of
paramount importance in any training and
the Patrol training is no different.
They are great believers in completely
breaking an exercise down into its
component parts and training each
separately. This ensures no ambiguity and
complete understanding.
A lot of emphasis is placed on positive
motivational training and techniques to
ensure the dog is comfortable with PD
training and not in any way stressed or
anxious. All this comes through play
and motivational work, for both dog and
handler. The emphasis placed on play
cannot be over stressed. After two minutes
`proper` play the handler should be tiring,
it`s that intense. The correct type of play
is vital. The building of the dogs drive
through play is so important, as is getting
the handler to use the `correct` type of play.
It`s easy to just throw a toy around for a
while, but this type of training calls for
constructive play sessions which can lay

2nd
Jimmy and REEVA, 183. Excellent track, control let him down.
3rd
Jackie Suckling and ROSS, 180.5.
Excellent track, again the control let you
down.
4th
Maureen and NAOMI. Was not
interested in the track, but a good square
and control round.

SENIOR STAKE:
Hilary Morris with OTIS and
TOFI, equal on 212.5. Tofi had a full mark
track, but Otis had the better control round.
Well done to both of them.
3rd
Heather Halton and SHADOW,
211.5. Good track and excellent control
round. Well done.
4th
Julia Findeisen and ZANYA, 211.
Good track and square, and control. It was
very close between these dogs.
1st

LORRAINE WILSON

PD TRAINING WEEKEND WITH
MICK TUSTAIN AND MIKE WOODS
The first of four weekend training sessions
got off to a glorious start with bright April
sunshine and a group of very enthusiastic
handlers. There was a very mixed group,
in terms of experience- both handler and
dog- and breed of dog. Some handlers
had used other methods when training
PD rounds before so it took a lot of skill
both practically and in communicating this
particular method of training.
We ran four weekends in total, some
handlers attending all of them and some
either one or two. Universally they were all
a great success and no matter what stage
each team was at, all made significant
strides to becoming well balanced,
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the foundations for drive in all aspects of
canine sports.

first session and some very experienced
trialist`s.
The approach Mick and Mike use seems to
appeal to all those attending and the rate at
which the dogs and handlers improved is
testimony to this. They pride themselves in
keeping the training stress free, no running
round the field like mad men and women
hollering and shouting, winding the dogs
up unnecessarily. Keep dog and handler
calm, but driven so they are able to think
clearly and learn quickly.
The atmosphere at all these sessions was
really friendly with all the handlers readily
joining in and enjoying each other`s
company. Conversations and discussions
took place at break intervals when we
took time to dissect all the information and
ideas that had been brought to the fore. For
me the company we kept over all these
sessions was as vital as that of the first
class instruction given. Mick and Mike
create a safe learning environment where
ALL questions are welcome and answered
professionally and never in a way that
belittles the enquirer. How often have we
thought of a question and not asked it as we
feared appearing daft?
Sunday 18th July was the eve of Mike`s
birthday and brought to fruition many weeks
of planning, no scheming, by his `mate`

It was interesting to watch dogs `grow`
over the two days and how the training
gave both dog and handler confidence in
the methods. Sometimes when you start a
new regime it`s difficult to see how it could
ever work but gradually as the jigsaw is
put together it all starts to make sense. For
both Mick and Mike the foundations are
the most important part to get right, if it`s
wrong here how is the rest ever going to
stand up to scrutiny and eventual testing.
And to continually revisit the basics is an
absolute must. They are great believers in
carefully raising the dog`s confidence and
showing the dog that `this is all fun` and the
dog will not have a bad experience. There
is no running around the field shouting at
the dog, baiting it etc. It`s all done very
calmly but with the emphasis on the dog
having an enjoyable time, this is about both
dog and handler enjoying the experience.
At no time is the dog placed in a stressful
situation or ever put in a place it doesn`t
want to be. Thus by gaining the dogs trust
they grow in confidence each time they
come onto the field.
The four weekends saw a group including
new people, others who had attended the
11

There was a barbeque, a lovely cake
courtesy of Rita and a couple of bottles of
bubbly which really made this a special
event and is typical of trials people, except
not many wear a mankini!!
Now the next day I phoned Mike to wish
him a happy birthday to find him a tad
sheepish. He then re-iterated the following
sorry tale – he had packed all his prezzies
into the garage – obviously so he could
wear his mankini in private and strangely
enough there is a full length mirror in there
I hear! He went out the front to speak to
a neighbour who was wishing him many
happy returns in this leafy middle class
suburb, when out pops his Mali ADA
charging around with the mankini!!! And
she was not in the mood to give it up and
promptly ran around the garden with this
`attire` in her mouth with the neighbour
asking what an earth it was she had!!! Oh
to have had a camera there, the footage
would be worth a fortune!
Huge thanks to Mick and Mike for all
their hard, patient work and good humour
throughout and to Craig our decoy who
never stopped running and did exactly as
he was asked. I really can’t emphasise how
much all that hard work was appreciated
by all who attended. They took however
much time was needed with each team so
everyone was able to get the very best from
the session. Thanks to all the handlers who
attended and really made these weekend`s
such a success and a real pleasure to run.
Watching the handlers getting so much out
of the training and the friendly easygoing
atmosphere makes sure that any inhibitions
are lost immediately. All the training took
place in a safe environment, where people
can ask questions at any stage, without fear
of ridicule, and they will always get a well
structured, reasoned reply. Mick and Mike
know that none of us have a monopoly on
knowledge, and they are the first to admit

Mick. At lunch break Mike was presented
w a series of presents that can only be
with
described as .......... totally inappropriate
but very funny! Presents included, boxing
gloves, a trampolene, juggling balls, roller
blades, an apron depicting a near naked
man and something I have never seen
before (honestly) a `mankini`!

Although we perfer pictures of handler and dog
together, we thought an exception could be made in
this case, doesn’t he look good for 75. Ed.

Now in the spirit of the occasion Mike
donned his new attire (a bit too eagerly for
my liking!) and then proceeded to put his
juggling balls down the front! What a sight,
and here it is! I couldn`t possibly keep it
from the trials world!
Mike did get his own back when a
rocking chair was presented to `Val
Doonican`Tustain, ingeniously made by
Steve Banfather.
12

they learn all the time and each course is
very different from the next.
We have had lots of calls and emails saying
how much the courses were enjoyed and
asking for more so we will be liasing with
Mick and Mike with a view to continuing
the training and scheduling some more
events.

ticle, will already have decided what ‘sort’
of trainer I am. But you would be wrong,
as I do not accept being labelled as one
type of trainer or another. I happily live in
the chasm, nipping into whichever camp
necessary to achieve results for each particular dog. I am simply a dog lover with a
keen interest in animal behaviour science.
Therefore, seeing a dog with behavioural
problems sparks two things in me– a desire to help the animal from a welfare perspective and a fascination that moves me
to apply behavioural principles to solve the
particular issue.

CLOSING THE CHASM
By Adam Beral
Since my last article, I have become increasingly aware of the huge chasm that
lies between what have become known as
‘traditional’ trainers and ‘modern’ trainers. Again I find the semantics troubling,
as neither description is particularly accurate, but whatever the terminology used
the differences between them remain the
same. The differences are so great that it
seems a dog trainer (or indeed a dog hobbyist) must align themselves with one
camp or the other. Either you are a ‘traditional’ trainer who scoffs at the idea of little boxes that make funny clicking noises
or you are a ‘modern’ trainer whose blood
runs cold at the merest sound of a clinking
chain. And never the twain shall meet. But
are they really all that different?
A ‘traditional’ trainer perceives what they
do to be completely at odds with what a
‘modern’ trainer does and the feeling is
entirely mutual. But what actually are the
differences, other than the tools used by
each? Do both trainers have a love of dogs?
Yes. Do both trainers want to achieve results as quickly as possible? Yes. Do both
trainers use methods that they have seen
reap successes in other cases? Yes.

And here we come to a problem of using
me as an example. I have had some of the
best, most inspirational mentors to learn
from. I have a wide knowledge of behaviour and have practiced it on a multitude
of dogs. I am consistent in my training and
have good timing, plus the experience and
knowledge to think on my feet. All (good)
dog trainers have the same qualities. Pet
owners on the other hand, by and large
do not. So I have serious concerns with
giving a pet owner a check chain or electronic collar because I know they have no
understanding of learning theory, of conditioning or of correct punishment (I am
deliberately ignoring the welfare concerns
temporarily – forgive me). That having
been said, I have exactly the same concerns about giving a pet owner a clicker
or a treat bag because I know they have no
understanding of learning theory, of conditioning or correct reinforcement. They
often have bad timing, are inconsistent
and prone to anthropomorphism. Tools
do not a good dog trainer make, no matter
how modern. As an amateur, I cannot play
a keyboard any better then I can a harpsichord.

Many of you, having read my previous ar-

As a dog lover, if you see a dog with is13

sues, you want to help. People who have
used check chains successfully and with
good results in the past are not bad people because they recommend a struggling
owner also tries them. Quite the opposite
– the recommendation is stemmed in a desire to help the struggling owner achieve
quick, desirable results. I oppose the accusation that these trainers are somehow evil
as much as I oppose the accusation that
modern trainers would hinder the owner’s
chances of success. The modern trainer
who has used clicker training recommends
doing so to help a struggling owner because they have had success with it before
– not because they are afraid to get stuck in
and ‘sort the dog out’.

ing a dog’s reactions. These methods in the
hands of a skilled trainer can sometimes
be effective. In the hands of the average
pet owner, they are more likely to end with
a bite and, as a consequence, either rehoming or euthanasia.
Don’t get me wrong, I appreciate that most
modern techniques take longer to get results and in some situations where, for instance, aggression directed towards people
or even owner impatience is involved, what
is needed is a quick fix to prevent injury or
euthanasia. Some owners are simply not
capable of operating some of the more time
consuming methods involved with modern
training. So the choice boils down to: leave
the dog and owners in danger/re-home the
dog/use a different method. The first two
options are never favourable, leaving the
third the only option. However, none of
this alters the fact I think we all agree on
regardless of our methods: obtaining a dog
in the first place should be harder. But that
is the topic of a much later article!

So let’s agree to respect our similarities
and not focus on our differences. The various tools we use are not inherently good or
evil – they are inanimate objects which can
be used for good in the right hands. There
are welfare issues surrounding some tools
that I think need attention (why is it that a
box of toothpicks comes with instructions
but a check chain doesn’t?) But my main
gripe is that most owners are not experts
and are using tools without correct training. For example, learning theory states
that punishment only works if delivered
extremely promptly following a behaviour – check chains are supposed to deliver
that, but they do not operate themselves:
handler timing is essential.

The question I always get asked when I discuss traditional training methods is “why
change what isn’t broken?” My answer
is always the same: because it is broken.
The relationship between dog and owner
is inevitably fractured when the person
operates in a ‘dominant’ fashion because,
despite pervading popular belief, dogs
do not operate on a dominance hierarchy
and simply don’t understand why their
owner is being so horrible to them! For
my next article, I am currently researching the question of dominance and why
dominance theory won’t die. “Because it
works” I hear you yell. The question I will
seek to answer in my next article is...“does
it?”

Of course, we operate in a field of massive
flux, with new research being conducted
and published all the time. Our knowledge of both animal behaviour and learning theory is evolving and changing. What
we know is that a lot of the older training
methods work not because they reduce
‘dominance’ but for other reasons – often
by creating fear in a dog or by suppress14

TRIAL REPORTS
ASPADS
OPEN TRIAL

SWTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

21 – 22 February 2009
Dundee

14 – 17 May 2009
Lauder

STAKE: TD

STAKE: WD

Judge: LORRAINE WILSON
Tracklayer: Jim Jeffrey
Steward: Fiona Allardice

Judge: LORRAINE WILSON
Tracklayers: Penny Pritchard, Lorna
Cottier, Jill Carruthers, John Gray, Ian
Beaton
Steward: David McPhillips

Thanks to ASPADS for inviting me to
judge. Many thanks to Joyce Rae and
her helpers at base, also thanks to Jim for
tracklaying and Fiona for stewarding – I
hope you enjoyed your first time.
The weather was very windy both days, but
it was dry; tracking was on stubble. 9 dogs
entered and 7 ran.

Thanks to SWTS for inviting me to judge,
and to all the competitors who entered.
Many thanks to Ann Bedford for running
such a smooth trial, and to Betty and Jackie
in the kitchen, and all their helpers. Also,
thanks to all the base staff, all my tracklayers and to David, my steward; their company was excellent.
Work was over three days; Thursday was
windy but stayed dry, Friday was very
windy and wet, and Sunday managed to
stay dry, with an odd shower. We saw some
excellent tracks, with 15 out of 24 getting
their tracks. Control and jumps were fair.
28 entered and 24 ran.

Julia Findeisen, TOLBERG
JUMPING JACK, GSD, D, 218.5, Q. Zico
worked well for you, with an excellent
track and search and a full mark control
round and jumps. Well done.
2nd
Mary Edgar, KIPCROFT LEX,
BC, B, 179.5, Q. Just missed two legs of
the track; good control and jumps. Well
done.
3rd
Doug Shearer, DREAGANTA
ALPHA CENTAURI, BC, B, 209.5, NQ.
Alfie did an excellent track and search, and
only lost one mark on control – pity about
the jumps. Well done.
4th
Jim
McKay,
CONADREW
VASKO, GSD, D, 141.5, NQ. Hubble
tried very hard at the track; good control
round, just losing 1.5 marks, and full mark
jumps. Well done.
Thanks to all the competitors for entering.
1st

Helen Kelly, LAETARE DYAMI,
BC, D, 190, Q. Shaz did an excellent track
and a nice control round – pity about the
long jump. She worked really well for you,
well done.
2nd
Hayley Philipson, POPLARTIME
MYSTICAL MUSIC, Gt Dane, D, 187, Q.
Did a good track and square, but sendaway
let you down on the control round; full
mark jumps. Well done.
3rd
Liz Hulley, REMUDA RED PEP1st
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PA STETSON, ASD, B, 186, Q. Peppa did
a lovely track, but missed an article in the
square. Very good control round. Well
done.
4th
Jenny
Beaton,
TRIALUX
NORTHERN LIGHT, GSD, 183.5, Q. Jed
did a very good track, but missed an article in the square. Good control round and
jumps. Well done.

Helen Rajska and LOOK NO
FURTHER, BC, D, 97.5. Well done, good
control round, lost one mark on the jumps.
A good square and retrieve.
2nd
Mrs D Smith’s SASSY SUZY,
Lab, handled by Sam Ashton, 83.5, NQ.
A good control round, but a pity about the
scale, and only two out of the square. Well
done, you will soon be there.
3rd
Mrs M Aitchison and KENMILQUIN DIAMOND GUY, G. Ret, D, 80,
NQ. Mo had a good round – the only thing
that let you down was the jumps. Get them
sorted and you are there. Good luck.
4th
Sam Ashton and MOSS OF
PRIMSIDE, WSD, D, 77.5, NQ. Moss did
well. He lost on his sendaway, sit and long
jump, but he is very young and these are
all things he will get right. Stick at it, and
good luck.
1st

Also Qualified:
Mary Edgar, KIPCROFT LEX, BC, B, 182
Caroline Martin, YES MALADY, XBreed, B, 180
Caroline Martin, BINTIBN ARDESSIE,
BC, B, 176.5
Kate Wykes, KIPCROFT MEG OF TARNFORCE, BC, B, 169.5
Sara Royle, POLLGINA MICHELLE SO
GENTLE, Lab, B, 167.5

* * * * * *

VETERAN STAKE:

ASPADS
OPEN TRIAL

3 dogs entered and all ran. All these dogs
did excellent tracks and really enjoyed
themselves. Thank you to Zuzana for stewarding, and to Roy and Jo for tracklaying.

14 -15 November 2009
Tillmouth, Northumberland
STAKES: CD AND VETERAN

Ann Bedford’s WOLFHART
DARK ISLANDER, GSD, B, handled by
Derek. Rhona worked her socks off for
you. Well done.
2nd
Fran Atkin and BRONFYNNON
BRECON, WSD, D. Fran and Brecon
worked well, and he really did enjoy himself. Well done.
3rd
Stevie Braithwaite and NORSHEP SHULA, GSD, B. Well done, Stevie
and Shula. A good track, but only three out
of the square. Good fun was had!
1st

Judge: LORRAINE WILSON
I would like to thank ASPADS for the invitation to judge the CD and Veteran stakes.
I would also like to thank Jackie for being
an excellent Trials Manager at the first trial
at this venue, and all the base staff and people in the kitchen.
CD STAKE:
Steward: Roy Drummer
There were 11 entries, and 10 ran.
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BAGSD
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
24 - 28 March 2010
Tewkesbury
STAKE: TD
Judge: TONY ORCHARD
Track Layers: Tom Darby, John West,
Lindsey Poole
Search Stewards: Jenny Orchard, Kate
Manfield
Control Steward: Jenny Orchard

I was treated to some really good tracking
with 21 competitors completing the track
with two or more articles, however only
five dogs out of the 39 recovered four articles from the square. Two of the articles
were placed two paces apart at the far side
of the square, but if the dog recovered one
a considerable number of handlers then
did not allow their dog to go back into that
area.
I was treated to one special performance by
Annie Thorpe and WTCh GLENALPINE
IZZIE OF DALEMAIN losing 1.5 on the
track and 0.5 in the square - definitely
the best track and search by a long, long
way. It was a shame more people could
not watch it; if I had a replay button it is
a performance that I would constantly be
replaying. Well done.
Taking account of the excellent working
conditions it was surprising we only ended
up with three dogs on 3 and 4. There were
20 teams with qualifying marks after the
nosework.
The control day was bright and dry with
20 competitors returning, so I was looking
forward to a busy morning. The control
round started with the speak; the dog was
tied to a stake with the handler then positioned 15 paces away with their back to the
dog, 10 barks quiet for five seconds then

Thank you to BAGSD for inviting me to
judge the Ticket; it is a special privilege
to set a test for the best handlers and dogs
in the country. Thanks to Charlie Taylor,
who managed the trial in a very efficient
and friendly manner even though not feeling well. Of course behind every well organised man is a well organised woman, so
also a big thank you to Martine - they made
a good team.
We were extremely well looked after and
the accommodation was first class.
During the trial Jacqui Gibney provided
all the five star refreshments which we
thoroughly enjoyed. Throughout the trial
numerous regulars helped out, with Jan
Darby, Jean and Arthur all mucking in
checking score boards and equipment, others towing people out of ditches - well pulling me out, actually. A big thank you to
everyone involved.
There were 47 entries, and 39 ran. Conditions for nosework were very good with
plenty of growth, mild temperatures and,
apart from an odd shower, basically dry.
The tracks were laid perfectly by the track
layers, giving all competitors the same opportunity to qualify.
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Mr John Currie, DREAGANTA
SAMH, BC, D, 196, Q. Another display
of experienced handling producing a good
track, dropping only 6 marks. Unfortunately missed an article in the search. A
competent control round, producing a good
sendaway and confident jumps. ,Very well
done. ,Congratulations.

4th

another bark. There were 14 good speaks
with others dropping easy marks. The heel
work, the standard of which was poor, was
basically three sides of a square around the
jumps, but passing between the clear and
long jump. The sendaway/redirect outrun
was 100 yards out to a tree on the left, with
a 130 yard redirect coming to the right
across the front of the handler to a branch
in the middle of the field. The only full
mark sendaway went to Tony Locker with
WTCh DOUBLE TOP AT HARTSHILL;
only 7 dogs received marks of 6 or more.

Also qualified TDEx:
Mrs Anne Shepherd, LITTLE MISS LOTTIE, Cross, B, 192.5
Mrs Jane Webb, INSTINCTIVELY PIPPA,
WSD, B,192.5
Mrs Liz Hickman, WOLFHART TOUCH
OF GOLD, GSD, B, 191
Mrs Sheila Tannert, STYPERSON EBONY, Lab, B,189
Mrs Janet Parker, NEDLO TOP OF THE
POPS, BC, D, 185
Mr Gary Haim, WTCh WAGGERLAND
DILEMMA, WSD, D, 178

Mrs Ann Clarke, STYPERSON
QUINCEY, Lab, D, 208, Q. A superb
track, only losing 4.5, followed by a brilliant square, losing only 0.5. The team
kept it together in the control round with
full mark agility. A good performance, but
a particularly well handled control round,
taking advantage of Quincey’s fantastic
nosework round. Keep handling him like
this and the second ticket will not be long.
Very well done. Congratulations on your
win.
2nd
Mr Tony Lockyer, WTCh DOUBLE TOP AT HARTSHILL, WSD, D,
201.5, Q. As usual, a fine display of tracking dropping only 3 marks - an alert eye
found the first article. A good search, recovering three articles. Dropped only 1
mark in the control round and, as usual, a
perfect sendaway. Full mark agility, another display of very professional handling.
Congratulations a worthy Reserve Ticket.
3rd
Mrs Linda Newbold, COLLIEWOOD DANCING BRAVE, WSD, D,
198, Q. A well handled track, losing 9.5,
recovering all three articles. An excellent
search, a little dropping and mouthing lost
points but confidently recovered four articles. Lost marks on the speak and heelwork, but a lovely sendaway and full mark
agility ensured a qualification and very
well earned place. Congratulations.
1st

I would like to thank all the tracklayers
who, without exception, put the tracks
down to the advantage of the competitors,
taking account of all the variables, as good
experienced track layers automatically
do - you did a great job. A big thank you
to Jenny for stewarding the searches and
stewarding on the control day - judging is
made much easier if you have a steward
you can rely 100% on. A big thank you
to Kate stepping in to search steward when
Jenny was judging CD; she was so efficient
I did not notice there had been a change!
Finally, thank you to all the competitors
for entering under me and showing such
sportsmanship, without exception you are
a credit to trials.

* * * * * *
ASPADS WTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
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29 March – 4 April 2010
Enfield

was proven, this weekend, a qualification
can still be gained, even if one of the stays
is a failure.
If you didn’t qualify, keep trying as there
were some very nice working dogs. Lots
of good fortune in future trials, it was my
pleasure to see all of you.

STAKE: CD
Judge: JAN VALLACK
Steward: Penny Bann

STAKE: UD

Thank you to ASPADS for the invitation to
judge the CD stake. My steward, Penny,
did a wonderful job, very competent and
putting all of the competitors at ease.
Thanks to Vana; every year the worry and
frustration over getting land and a base
seems to increase. And to the ladies in the
kitchen for food and drinks, also to Jean
Howells for doing the scores and certificates - many thanks.

Judge: CHRISTINE STEWART
Tracklayers: Chris Theobald and Sue
Ashby
Steward: Jean Howells
My thanks to ASPADS for the invitation
to judge at their Spring trial. Vana does a
wonderful job despite the various difficulties which seem to appear each year, but
somehow the trial goes ahead - thank you,
Vana.
Many thanks to Chris and Sue, my tracklayers on both days, who made sure every
competitor had a good chance of completing their tracks, and everyone did complete
their track.
Completing a very experienced team of ladies was Jean, my steward
- thanks for your company and for putting
the competitors at ease. To all the ladies
who helped out in the kitchen and at base
- thanks.
Tracking was on oil seed rape which the
dogs found easy, my lowest track mark being 85.5. The search square caused slight
hiccups for some but all dogs qualified the
nosework. The sendaway was to a large
oak tree in the hedge, very obvious to us
humans but not so obvious to some of the
dogs.
There were 16 entries, 11 ran, and 6 qualified.
1st
Wendy Beasley and LUNAR, BC,
B, 196.5, Q. A sticky moment on the track
but Wendy’s experience paid off. Full
mark square and lost only 1 on C/A. Well

Margaret Robinson with JUST
FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, WSD,
D. The marks reflect the top quality of this
pair – perfection. 100/100. Q CDEx
2nd
Mrs E Carter with MY GIRL
HEIDI, WSD, B. Well done Eva, a golden
oldie. 89.5, CDEx
3rd
Richard Lee with C’EST LA
FOLIE, Malinois, B. Well done Richard,
what a super, lively dog, keep the faith, you
know she can do it. 83, CDEx
4th
Helen Smith with SCHARZE
PRINZESSIN, Lab, B. Well done, Helen, I
know you were pleased with your achievement. 82.5, CDEx
1st

Also qualifying CDEx:
Mick Head with SHERIGEM JAZPER,
BC, D. An exciting few days, Mick, well
done. 82, CDEx.
I was disappointed there were so many
scratches, as this stake could have all been
done in one day. Thank you to the competitors that did make it. As usual in CD there
was joy and dismay, mainly the agility. As
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done.

Thanks to Vana Moody for a very well run
trial. Thanks to my experienced team of
stewards and tracklayers who never put a
foot wrong and were great company.
A big thank you to all the ladies in the
kitchen for the plentiful supply of food
whenever we wanted it.
We were very lucky with the weather, with
most of the rain holding off each day until
we had finished. The tracking was on crop
which was a nice length for both track and
search, producing some excellent results.

Isla Cameron and LEXI, WSD,
B, 183.5, Q. Lost most of your marks on
the search square; apart from that a lovely
round. Very quietly and competently handled by a newcomer to trials.
3rd
Nathan Wilson and MR DARCY,
Weim, D, 183.5, Q. Tied for 2nd place with
Isla but pipped at the post in the run- off. A
missing article in the search square and no
long jump today were costly. A very handsome dog.
4th
Paul Beasley and SPIKE, BC, D,
181, Q. Lovely track but search square and
long jump lost the marks today. A gentle
dog, quietly worked by an experienced
handler.
2nd

Also qualifying UDEx:
Sheren Perez and KAI, WSD, D, 176. A
good attempt after a long lay-off. Kai had
more enthusiasm than attention today.
Ron Davies and KAI, WSD, D, 174. Full
mark track, but only 2 out of the square.
Nice control round by an experienced handler with a new dog.

27 dogs entered with 18 actually running,
of those only 3 failed to complete the track.
With heavy rain most nights the control
field was very wet, with the jumps having
to be moved twice, but most people gained
sufficient agility marks. I allowed one second attempt on the agility and several dogs
needed this, due I am sure to the heavy going.

To all the competitors, many thanks for letting me judge your dogs. Congratulations
to all those who qualified. To those who
didn’t qualify this time, you were all close.
Good luck to everyone in the future.
STAKE: WD

THE TITAN, WSD, handled by
Mrs Sue Ashby, Track 89.5, Articles 20,
Search 33, Total 194.5. An excellent control round, losing just 3 marks on the sendaway, out of all the C/A. It was a pleasure to see Sue do so well as she has put so
much into trials over many years. Best of
luck in ‘Ticket’
2nd
LITTLE
ROUGH
RHINESTONE, Cross, handled by Mr Lee Payne,
1st

Judge: LES THEOBALD
Tracklayers: Arthur Jeal and Judy
Meekings
Search Stewards: Chris Theobald and
Jan Darby
Control Steward: Jan Darby
I would like to thank the committee of ASPADS for the invitation to judge at the trial.
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87, 20, 33, Total 191.5.
Another very
nice control round.
3rd
STYPERSON ROYCE, Lab, handled by Mrs Liz de Unger, 87, 20, 35, Total
191.
4th
GLENALPINE RAFFERTY, BC,
handled by Mrs Val Upton, 87, 20, 35,
Total 190.5. A hiccup on the retrieve and
no long jump, otherwise full marks on the
C/A.

My tracklayers were the very best and the
most conscientious you could wish for.
Tom laid the first batch each day, followed
by Sue, Lee or Mark laying the remainder.
Di laid the searches on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and Colin laid them on
Friday and Saturday. Di also acted as my
chauffeur for quite a bit of the time. Thank
you all for your work and your super company.
Although the land may have been pretty
much the same for everyone, the weather
wasn’t! Tuesday was cool and breezy,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday were
very cold and windy and on Saturday it got
slightly milder and less windy again. The
last track on Thursday - Margaret Robinson’s - had pretty much everything thrown
on it. As Margaret came up to report to me
the wind, rain, sleet and hale got up - and
as Lacey recovered the end article it all
stopped again. By then, I would be surprised if Margaret could feel anything as
she must have been frozen right through
- but Lacey had worked her socks off to
complete a very nice track. It was also
cold and wet for the last three tracks on
Friday, but nothing like on the same scale
as Thursday.
The track articles were a small piece of
green wellie, a piece of plastic clematis
netting – about 3” with two sets of cross
bars of about 1” each - and one eighth of
a scouring pad. The search articles were
a string of 6 gold coloured beads, a Yale
type key, a plastic slide holder and half a
wooden clothes peg. All articles were recovered but probably the ones most missed
were the clematis netting on the track (and
no handlers saw it!) and the beads in the
square.
Colin stewarded the C/A for me - and did
a sterling job. Thank you. We both had a
fair bit of walking to do but that kept us
warm. Handlers were told that any physical control of their dogs in the control or

Also qualifying WDEx:
STARSHOT BUCCANEER AT SZIKRAS,
Hun WH Vizsla, handled by Mrs Angela
Sanders, 185.5
AMBERSIDE BUCKANEER, ASD, handled by Mrs Suzanne Jaffa, 183
TRI ONE JETRIL, WSD, handled by Mr
Ian Brown, 181.5
ZAK OF SKIPWAY, WSD, handled by
Mrs Julie Skipp, 164.5 - best C/A losing
just 0.5 on the heelwork.
BAILLIE OF CHELASA, Cross, handled
by Mrs Ann Trodd, 163.5
Once again many thanks to the society, Trials Manager, helpers and all the competitors for a very enjoyable four days.
STAKE: TD
Judge: FRANCES BALL
Tracklayers: Tom Darby, Sue Ashby,
Lee Kane, Mark Lewindon
Stewards: Di Asheton-Bowtle (searches
Tues, Wed, Thurs), Colin Ball (searches
Fri and Sat, and C/A Sunday)
My thanks to ASPADS for the invitation
to judge this event and to Vana for running this complicated trial, which seems to
have problems with both the land and the
base, but from my point of view - and the
competitors’ - the land was the best anyone
could ask for at this time of year - nice winter wheat and the same for everyone.
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agility would be penalised, as would any
incitement to bark prior to the speak. The
control started with a long straight stretch
of heel work with only the winner gaining
full marks. A lot of dogs started losing concentration after only a few yards and by the
time they got to me were all over the place.
The speak had the handler 25 paces away
with their back to the dog - mixed results.
The sendaway was only just over 100 yards
down the field, with the redirect across to a
fence - the first dog on (Judy Meekings’)
made it look easy but only a few others did.
More heelwork took us back to the jumps.

LPINE IZZIE AT DALEMAIN, 194.5
Mrs E A Hickman’s GSD, WOLFHART
TOUCH OF GOLD, 193
E and Y Carpenter’s BC, HEX AT CARFELD, Handled by Eric, 188
Mrs J Howells BC, GLENALPINE JED,
187
Mrs CC Guard’s Lab Ret, LENWORTH
BERTRAM OF PHILKINDY, 178
Thank you to everyone involved - helpers and competitors - for a very enjoyable
week.
* * * * * *

Tony Lockyer’s WSD, WTCh
DOUBLE TOP AT HARTSHILL. A near
faultless round - just what we have come to
expect from Tony. Congratulations on yet
another fine performance. 95.5+30, 35, 33,
19 = 212.5, Qual TDEx
2nd
Gary and Julie Atkins’ BC, WTCh
OUR DUG, Handled by Julie. Another fine
all round performance just losing bits and
pieces here and there. A pleasure to watch.
99+30, 29, 29.5, 18.5 = 206, Qual TDEx
3rd
Margo Brothwell’s X-Breed,
TANGHAM LITTLE RYAN. Yet another
nice round - but with a very costly missed
search article. Congratulations. 97+30,
26, 32, 19.5 = 204.5, Qual TDEx.
4th
Andy Baker’s BC, SID THE
LEMON SQUEEZER. Super track but
left (having found) the beads in the square.
Nice C/A, except no redirect today. Well
done. 97+ 30, 27, 28.5, 20 = 202.5, Qual
TDEx
1st

YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS
SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
2 - 4 April 2010
West Bretton, Yorkshire
STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: BETTY ORRIN
Tracklayers: Donna, Richard, Peter
Steward: Pat Nelson
Many thanks to YWTS for the invitation to
judge, and to Dave Stewart for organising
such a fun trial. Thanks to Sheila and Jeff
for all their help before and during the trial.
Thanks to everyone who helped; you made
my job such an easy and enjoyable one.
Thanks to Pat Nelson, who as always did a
fab job putting out the squares, and keeping
me right! Tracklayers: Donna who did two
days, Richard did Saturday, and Peter who
did Sunday, you were all superb, knew exactly where your tracks were, and were the
very best company. Thanks to you all for
giving competitors the best chance.
We saw some very impressive nosework,
boding well for their handler’s success
through the stakes. We also had a wonder-

Also qualified TDEx:
Mrs W Beasley’s BC, WTCh GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF STARDELL 201
Mr R Shrimpton’s BC, CORNDON TAFF
AT GRELGANNA, 197.5
Miss M McLellan’s BC, ASTRA STORM,
197
Mrs E A Thorpe’s BC, WTCh GLENA22

ful selection of breeds, great to see them
work. Thanks for accepting my decisions.

ety for the invitation to judge the TD Nosework. Thanks to Dave Stewart and his team
for running a successful and friendly trial.
Thanks to Jeff and Sheila Margreaves for
generally looking after me during the trial.
Thanks to everyone at the base, the ladies
on the booking-in table, who handled all
the score sheets, and the ladies in the kitchen for keeping us well fed with good food
and drinks. John Atkins did a great job in
TD escorting – we had a competitor there,
ready, every time – thanks, John.
I tried to set a straight forward tracking exercise for the dogs and handlers, bearing in
mind the stake was TD Open. The track
pattern is reproduced below. The second
from last leg was changed to 30 paces for
the competition. Tracking was on winter
wheat which was fairly well grown for
the time of year. We saw some very good
tracks over the three days, especially from
the more experienced handlers. For some
of those not successful this weekend perhaps some advice I was given when I first
started track training might be useful; ‘trust
your dog!’.
The weather was reasonably kind to us
over the three days, except for the last two
handlers on day one, when it rained quite
heavily, especially on the last handler when
it was also accompanied by a very strong
wind - sorry Jules and Lol! Due to losing
two tracks because the fields were sprayed
during the morning, these tracks were run
two hours later than planned, just after the
rain started. Linda says she threw herself
in front of the tractor but I think this was a
lie because I did not see any tractor wheel
marks on her! Allegedly the tractor driver said to Linda “You’ll be ok, I am only
going to be half an hour and then I’ll be
gone”. Track articles were a piece of green
scouring pad (1.5” x 1”), a piece of red
coloured rope tied in a knot (4” long) and a
piece of beige carpet (2.5” x 1.25”).

Allan Heatley with JOTUNHEIM
TRUCKER Malinois, 195, CoM. Driver
did nearly faultless nose work, and judging
by his total of 195 the rest of his work was
of similar quality. Really well done, and
good luck in his future trials.
2nd
Rosemary Smyth with BEELAHOLT KEZZY BEAST, WSD, 195, CoM.
Another quality round from this team, who
qualified on 195. Kez tracked steadily,
then whizzed round the square! Very well
done, and good luck for future trials.
3rd
Paul Adams with SHERINGEM
GLYNN, BC, 194.5, CoM. Beautiful nose
work from Glynn, with no hesitation. Very
well done, good luck in your trials.
4th
Pat Quinn with HOW’S HARRY
AT ROYALTAIN, Labrador, 192.5, CoM.
As the scores show, these four were very
close in quality, and Harry worked with
real enthusiasm and accuracy. Very well
done, good luck for his trials.
Also qualified:
Jackie Nicholas with OWEN JOKER, Kelpie, 186, CoM. Fabulous work, brilliant
track from Josh. Very well done, good luck
with him.
Dave Raybould with CATALUNA CONCORDE, Irish Setter, 172, CoM. A popular
qualifier unsurprisingly, Frank and Dave
really worked hard and well together. So
pleased for you. All the best for future trials.
STAKE: TD NOSEWORK
1st

Judge: BARRIE JAMES
Track Layers: Damian Chadwick, Linda
Newbold, Eric Carpenter and Richard
Musgrave
Square Stewards: Yvonne Carpenter /
Teresa Musgrave
Thanks to Yorkshire Working Trials Soci23

JOSS, BC, D, 207, COM. Ossie did a
nice track, collecting all three articles on
his way. Four articles out of the square
finished off a competent nosework round.
Well handled by Glenys. Well done.
2nd
Rod Roberts with LITTLE JEFF,
X-Breed, D, 206, COM. A very good track
from this team, with three articles off the
track and four out of the square. Very well
handled by Rod, but what else would you
expect? Well done.
3rd
Andrea Lynd with REBARK
BUBBLY PEG, Lab, B, 204, COM. Good
track from Peg, with three articles and four
articles out of the square completing a
good nosework section. Same mark as the
handler below but, after discussion with
C/A judge, Ann Bedford, Peg was given
the place as she had a better search square
mark. Well done.
4th
Dave Olley with LITTLE RAYMOND, X Breed, D, 204, COM. Good
competent nosework round from this team
with experience showing through again.
Litter brother to the second placed dog.
Well done

There were mixed fortunes on the search
squares. Approximately 50% of the dogs
retrieved 4 articles. Overall there were
quite a few marks lost for drops and
mouthing. Square articles were; satin type
material green on one side and red the other – placed green side up, orange coloured
garden hose, standard lollipop stick and a
red plastic milk carton top.
Thanks to the tracklayers Damian, Linda
and Eric on Friday and Saturday, and Damian and Richard on Sunday. All did a great
job as usual and were very good company.
Many, many thanks to Yvonne for laying
the squares on Friday and Saturday, and to
Teresa on Sunday. Both did a very good
and consistent job of the squares, and again
were good company.
Finally, thanks to the competitors for entering under me and for accepting my decisions. Congratulations to those achieving
the COM. To the handlers who did not
quite make it this weekend - you live to
fight another day and for most of you the
COM is not far away. Keep training, and
enjoy your dogs!
1st

Also gaining COM:
Graham Reaney with TARNEDGE
ROUGH DIAMOND, Lab, D
Jain Douglas with ROTHIEVALE CIARA,
Lab, B
Barry Gilbert with IATKA FOLLOW
THAT STAR, Standard Poodle, D
Kath Woolley with ANDSAL EYE
CATCHER AT DUNSA, GSP, D
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO,
Lab, B

* * * * * *
BANBURY DDTS
OPEN TRIAL
9 -11 April 2010
Hinton-In-The-Hedges, Northamptonshire

Glenys Page with BRIGLEN
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TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT

kitchen and Shirley did all the last minute
paperwork as well as some puppy sitting.
Most of the escorting was done by Sue
Lawrie, Pat Sunderland and Paul Thornton. So an extremely big THANK YOU
to you all. I shall leave the judges to thank
their helpers in the field but would just like
to mention that having everybody there for
the full 3 days made all the difference to
the smooth running of the trial, also giving
all competitors an equal chance at qualifying.
We had a very good entry: 40 in the TD
stake, 36 in the UD stake and 5 in the CD
Stake, but we also had a lot of cancellations, especially in the TD stake, which
worked out well with the loss of fields due
to the spraying.
I would like to thank the judges: Heather
Donnelly (TD Nosework), Norma Ansell
(UD Nosework), Pat Parkinson (C and A)
and Jenny Orchard (CD), for their cheerful company and for setting sensible tests,
which resulted in a good number of qualifiers, and hopefully encouraged those who
failed not to give up. Congratulations to
the winners: Mary Prentice (TD), Paul Adams (UD) and Ann Ferens (CD), and all the
other TD and UD qualifiers. We wish you
all good luck in the Championship Trials.
Just remembered that John Turtill took
some nice photos, capturing the essence of
our trial, which are now on our website. If
you ‘google’ Hinton Open Trial it will take
you straight to our site. Thank you, John.
Finally big THANK YOU also to all my
puppy sitters: Shirley, Pat and Nicky
Downes, but especially Dianne and Ray
Lea for volunteering to come all the way
from Cheshire to help look after them.
Hope you have recovered by now! You
kept me sane and helped give 9 Guide Dog
pups a better start in life.

Wow, what a weekend! Our 22nd Trial
held at the Hinton Cricket Club will be remembered as one of our best ones yet. The
weather was superb for both helpers and
competitors, sunny throughout and nice and
warm on the Friday and Saturday. We even
thought for a fleeting moment that summer
had arrived, until the cold temperatures returned on the Sunday. The only downside
of nice weather is that the farmers want to
get onto the fields to spray, which meant
that we lost all our original fields and had
to move from plan A to plan C, which involved using very sparse spring barley
fields for the UD stake. However, we need
not have worried as the success rate was
the same if not higher than we have had in
previous years on lusher ground.
I always knew that the Banbury team could
run this trial without me, and this year they
were put to the test. They really pulled together and did a terrific job with very little
assistance from me, as in between writing
the Certificates I had to feed and attend to 9
pups. I would like to say a huge thank you
to Chris Gregory for standing in for me at
the base at the last minute and dealing with
anything that cropped up unplanned. Lynn
Griffiths ran the base in her usual cheerful
and unflappable manner, keeping up the
scores and making sure everybody got escorted to their tracks. The catering team,
led by Steph Gordon, Judith Perrin and Colin and Lynn Bricknell, did a sterling job in
the poorly equipped and very basic kitchen,
keeping everybody well fed and hydrated.
They were helped by a string of very willing club members all taking a turn over the
3 days. Lynn, assisted by Judith, cooked
all the helpers a lovely meal on the Friday.
John and Shirley Simpson did a lot of prep
work before the trial; John, together with
Paul Thornton, organised the trailer with
the jumps and also the Calor Gaz for the

CARLA NIEUWENHUIZEN
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Mrs Judith Perrin and BANJO
PATTERSON, Cross, 78.5, NQ. lovely
nosework and control, however jumps took
their toll. Banjo won the Best Nosework
award, so a lovely way to end a trialling
career. I do hope that he enjoys retirement.
3rd
Mr Maurice Millington and GLENALPINE JUD, BC, 45, NQ. Beautiful
NOSEWORK; the C/A just needs a little
polish and I am sure it will not belong before you and Jud are successful.

STAKE: CD

2nd

Judge: JENNY ORCHARD
Steward: Sue Lawrie
I wish to thank Carla and Banbury and District Dog Training Society for the invitation to judge the CD stake at this extremely
friendly and well run trial; every small organisational detail had been planned and
thought of in advance and the catering
provided by Banbury and District Catering
Corp was superb.
Five teams had entered, with one scratch
and one no show: this left three, enabling
the test to be undertaken in a leisurely manner on a beautiful sunny day. We started
with the nosework; while Sue laid the
square I called the Retrieve, with all competitors showing that their dogs had a competent retrieve, which proved to be the case
as all nine articles were recovered from the
square. The articles comprised a dolly peg,
green cartridge and a 4 inch piece of knotted brown felt.
The C/A round commenced with a group
sit stay, followed by individual heel on
lead around a square, recall diagonally
across the square, the same pattern of heel
free, finishing with a 45 pace sendaway to
2 crossed white poles in the boundary.
Jumps followed and the test finished with
the down stay. As is so common in CD,
stays and jumps took their toll, leaving one
worthy qualifier.

I would like to thank the competitors for
entering and accepting my decisions, and
last, but not least, I would like to thank
Sue for making such an efficient friendly
steward and putting the competitors at their
ease.
STAKES: UD, TD CONTROL AND
AGILITY
Judge: Pat Parkinson
Steward: Shirley Simpson
My thanks to Carla and Banbury DDTC for
the invitation to judge C/A at their Open
Trial. What an enjoyable weekend! As always, this team worked like clockwork. To
all at the base and the kitchen team - a big
thank you. Nothing was too much trouble.
Shirley was the perfect steward, putting
competitors at their ease and giving clear
instructions whilst maintaining a sense of
humour! We even had some sun. Lastly
thanks to the competitors for accepting my
decisions.
I was impressed with the overall standard
of work with many new faces to working
trials. Good luck to you all in the future.

Mrs Ann Ferens and CLOVER
HAYES MAISIE MOUSE, Spaniel Cross,
95.5, Q. Maisie, a rescue dog, having
struggled previously with the jumps, this
time did not lose a point; she just lost odds
and ends on the heelwork. Maisie has such
a happy attitude to work that I am sure she
has a long trialling career ahead. Many
congratulations. Also winning the Best
Crossbreed trophy.
1st

UD STAKE:
1st
Paul Adams, SHERINGEM
GLYNN, BC, D, 191, Q. An impressive
dog, Paul, I’m sure you are going to have
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FERTY, CDEx, BC, D, 199.5. Val’s dogs
always look as though they are enjoying
themselves as Raffa did today. Good luck
in ticket.

some fun with him and the glory will be
sweeter for having bred him yourself.
2nd
Jean Cooke, WAGGERLAND
TOPIC, BC, D, 191, Q. Glad to see you
back, I for one have missed you. Topic
performed the best control round of the
stake. He was very calm and quiet. Let’s
hope it stays that way!
3rd
Lindsey Poole, VON KYNA
DIAZ, GSD, B, 190, Q. What a lovely
looking bitch she is, working a very stylish
round. Good luck with her.
4th
Janette Sayer, TAZ OF HOLLOWGATE, WSD, D, 189, Q. Enjoying
every minute of his round as you would
expect from a Jake son. Well done.

Also qualifying:
Wendy Donaldson’s SHEPALIAN PILLOW TALK, ASD, B, 197.5, handled by
Suzanne Jaffa
Ann Clarke, STYPERSON QUINCEY,
CDEx-WDEx, Lab, D, 196.5
Dave Marchant, MISTER BEAMISH,
WSD, D, 193.5
Gill Lawrence, BEKKIS BEKWEY MERRIDOWN, CDEx-WDEx, BC, D, 188.5
Liz de Unger, STYPERSON ROYCE,
Lab, D, 185.5

Also qualifying:
Maurice Millington, GLENALPINE PERDI, BC, B, 185.5
Pat Sunderland, MORDONVALE MISTY
MORNING, BC, B, 176.5
Lorna East, PENDRE IOLO, WSD, D,
171.5
Jane Lewis, CLERAFORA VARZIELA,
Estrella, B, 167

Well done to those that qualified, and to the
rest - keep at it. You’ll all get there! Have
fun on the way.
STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: NORMA ANSELL
Tracklayers: Anne Shepherd and John
Steward: Dianne Stephens

TD STAKE:
1st
Mary
Prentice, MOUNTLOCHAN LAIRD O’LEYS, CDEx-WDEx,
BC, D, 210. This dog took my eye on the
first day. A stylish tri colour dog with loads
of enthusiasm. I’m sure he will do well in
the future.
2nd
Suzanne Jaffa, ObCh AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER, OW, CDExWDEx, ASD, 209.5 The first time I have
had the pleasure of judging this well known
dog and handler. What presence he has.
Losing just half a mark on sendaway and
winning the best control trophy. I’m sure
he’ll be winning tickets soon.
3rd
Gill Lawrence, BEKKIS DULCIMER, CDEx-WDEx, BC, 201.5. A good
solid C/A round. Well done.
4th
Val Upton, GLENALPINE RAF-

Thanks to Carla and Banbury for the invitation to judge UD. Gracious, we must all
be very good, talk about the sun shining on
the righteous! What could be nicer than
standing in the sun, good company, watching good dogs track? It truly was a pleasure. Many thanks to all concerned with
running the trial, especially to my tracklayers and search steward, who all did a wonderful job. Thanks to Pat Parkinson who
allowed some of my nosework qualifiers to
qualify the control - I’ll leave comments on
that part to her.
Tracking was on winter wheat, fairly
sparse, drying out during the day in the
sun (did I mention the sun???), and a bit
of breeze on Sunday. Some lovely dogs
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working, all had a good attempt at the track
but faith in the dog was not always there!
I had two experienced tying for first place,
neither were present on the final day so we
decided the winner on nosework marks only 0.5 point between them.

LA, Estrella, 167. Not the breed one would
expect to see in trials, Pi did a carful and
accurate track but unfortunately overshot
the last corner and couldn’t recover. Full
point square done in her own style: sincere
congratulations, I hope you continue with
this three year old bitch.

Mr Paul Adams, SHERINGEM
GLYNN, BC, 191, Q. Lovely young dog,
super attitude, bred by Paul, you must be
really pleased with him. Good Luck.
85.5, 20, 33.
2nd
Ms Jean Cooke, WAGGERLAND
TOPIC, WSD, 191, Q. Topic was slightly
steadier but very correct on his track and
I’m sure in Jeans careful hands he is on his
way to the top. 86, 20, 32.
3rd
Mrs Lindsey Poole, VOM KYNA
DIAZ, GSD, 190, Q.
Also
getting
best track rosette, well done, Lindsey.
Stunning track from this dog, drive and accuracy followed by a good square, looks a
very fit athletic bitch, good luck. 89, 20.
30.
4th
Mrs Janette Sayer, TAZ OF HOLLOWGATE, WSD, 189, Q. More used to
seeing this handler with her pointer but is
obviously adapting to this breed very well lovely track and excellent square. 88.5, 20,
34.
1st

STAKE: TD NOSEWORK
Judge: HEATHER DONNELLY
Tracklayers: Jane Webb, Penny Bellis
and Jennifer Speake
Square Steward: John Simpson
My thanks to Carla Nieuwenhuizen on
behalf of Banbury DTS for the invitation
to judge the TD Nosework, judging being
something I haven’t done for 5 - 6 years!
Jane Webb laid all the early tracks, Penny
Bellis did the middle slot, both did all 3
days, and Jennifer Speake (unfortunately
only needed for the one day) did the last
3. Knowing that I was to have these 3 experienced tracklayers gave me, the judge,
the added confidence, not only from the
start, but throughout the three days. Thank
you, girls. Not forgetting John Simpson,
my square steward, who by the end of the
3 days became a wind direction expert, ensuring that every competitor was given the
same test. Also my thanks to Chris Gregory, who was a welcome sight when she
appeared with the food bag and also to the
folk in the kitchen, especially Steph and Judith, who handed me a much needed cup of
tea as soon as I entered the base.
I set a straight forward track pattern, with
fair sized articles, but with a couple of TD
challenges which unfortunately did catch
some competitors out. The first article, 15
paces from the pole, was indicated by nearly all of the dogs but I was surprised how
many handlers ignored this and pushed
their dogs on. This actually cost one team

Also Qualified:
Mr Maurice Millington, GLENALPINE
PERDI, BC, 185.5. Another handler who
served his apprenticeship with another
breed! Lovely track - have faith, well
done.
Mrs Pat Sunderland, MORDONVALE
MISTY MORNING, BC, 176.5. First dog
on first day - Della gave us a good start to
our weekend.
Mrs Lorna East, PENDRE IOLO, WSD.
171.5. I think Lorna was quite surprised
by her qualification; well done, don’t retire
him yet!
Mrs Jane Lewis, CLERAFORA VARZIE28

to fail the whole test. The square, again
had four fair sized articles, but was laid according to the wind direction and where I
thought the handler would stand to work
their dog. The 3 competitors who got all
4 articles worked three sides of the square
whilst others, who only found 1 or 2, stayed
rooted to the downwind base line.
Most memorable moments were:
Marie Dixon with HYPERBOLIC ORBIT
and Rosie Robson with CORBY CRAGS
KIZZY (Lab x Poodle) for sensitive handling and excellent teamwork, Val Upton
with GLENALPINE RAFFERTY, Julie Atkins with GLENALPINE REG and
Karen Tiffany with BRICKER BRACKEN
for accurate tracking with near all perfect
corners, and Suzanne Jaffa with OB CH
AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER for perfect retrieving in the square.

Most impressive was that on the second
day, in the fields with the longer growth,
Gill expertly worked the square which
gave Toffee every opportunity to get all 4
articles. Well done and good luck in ticket.
4th
Val Upton and GLENALPINE
RAFFERTY (Best Track), 97.5, 20, 4/33.
I loved this dog’s accurate tracking style; I
just couldn’t steal many points of him.
5th
Wendy Donaldson’s SHEPALIAN PILLOW TALK, handled by Suzanne
Jaffa, 97, 20, 4/35. I loved the bunny hops
when this little bitch found the line of track.
6th
Ann Clarke and STYPERSON
QUINCEY, 95, 30, 2/20. This dog really
goes out on a mission to find the articles.
The most article focused dog we had during the three days.
7th
Dave Marchant and MISTER
BEAMISH, 96, 30, 2/20. I liked this
young dog; I think there is a lot more to
come from him.
8th
Gill Lawrence and BEKKIS
BEKWEY MERRIDOWN, 95.5, 20, 2/20.
A very accurate tracking dog reminded me
so much of my own boy (half brothers).
Tigger coped well with the hot weather but
struggled during the square in the afternoon heat. Just unlucky really
9th
Elizabeth Unger and STYPERSON ROYCE, 95.5, 20, 2/20. A very
accurate tracking Labrador, showing a
completely different style from the other
Labradors we saw. Difficult to steal points
from him.

1st
Mary Prentice and MOUNTLOCHAN LAIRD, 92.5, 30, 4/34. The first
team on the Friday, they worked in the field
with the sparser growth. I was really impressed by Mary’s quiet, calm and relaxed
manner when she entered the field and how
she supported her young dog when it was
needed. After their very exact performance, somehow I knew we had just witnessed the winner, although this was only
the first day. Well done.
2nd
Suzanne Jaffa and OBCh AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER, 97, 30, 3/28.
I was looking forward to watching this
team and wasn’t disappointed. Suzanne
knows how to get the best out of her dogs
by making them feel so good. Buck’s article recovery on both the track and in the
square was superb. I liked the confidence
boosting games Suzanne played in-between the exercises. One for the beginner
handlers to watch - and I mean the handler!
3rd
Gill Lawrence and BEKKIS
DULCIMER, 96, 20, 4/33. I liked Toffee’s
very methodical approach to her tracking.

PS. The thank you pressie from the trials
manager was great, much healthier than a
bottle of wine; will be put to good use.
WANTED
Lintran (or similar) vehicle cage to fit a
Vauxhall Zafira. Needs to be no bigger than
Width 39” Height 37”, must have a divider
and preferably an escape hatch already
fitted.
Belinda Spensley 07890 519986
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OUTSTANDING TRIAL REPORTS
2010
FEBRUARY:
WKC, Champ:
PD – Charlie Taylor
NE Counties, Open:
CD & C/A – Jacquie Hall, UD – Brian Ogle
ASPADS Dundee, Open:
CD – Roy Drummer, TD – Jim Jeffrey
Surrey, Open:
Intro – Stan Ford
Yorks Nostell, Champ:
CD – Julz Findeisen, UD – Margaret Robinson
MARCH:
Lincoln, Champ:
UD - Moira Rogerson, WD – Bill Richardson
SATS, Champ:
CD – Manda McLellan, WD – Lee Payne
Essex2000, Open:
C/A – Barry Harvey, PD – Paul Morling
Iceni, Open:
CD & C/A – John Wykes, TD – Eric Nichols
Hucknall, Open:
UD - Rob Currie, TD – Rod Roberts
Hampshire, Open:
TD – Chris Brooks
West Herts, Open:
C/A – Vana Moody, TD nosework – Ron Jaques
APRIL:
Yorks West Bretton, Open:
C/A – Ann Bedford, CD – Karon Tiffany,
		
WD nosework – Joan Snowden, PD - Malc Snowden
BAGSD Flintham, Champ: CD – Linda Newbold
Surrey, Champ:
TD – Margaret Robinson
MAY:w
Midland Counties, Open:
WD Nosework – Laura Bardwell, PD – Paul Morling
SWTS, Lauder, Champ:
WD – Bill Richardson
JUNE:
SWTS, Ballater, Open:
UD Nosework – John Hood
A few people have said to me that they’ve emailed their reports to “the website”. This is nothing to do with
WTM, so please could you send your reports to me as well reports@workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk. Thank
you! Judy

WORKING TRIAL SCALE JUMPS
Made to competition standard from
Joinery grade redwood, fully transportable.
£300:00
Other jumps made to order
Also car /van cages made to your specifications.
All produced by experienced and skilled craftsman
Please contact Steven for more details.
Tel: 01603 754348
email:steven.billham@sky.com
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SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
In aid of 2010 Kennel Club Championships

Tracklaying Training
5th September

Practical Judging Seminar
Date to be arranged

All Levels Welcome
For further information or to book a handler or spectator place
Contact Liz De Unger on 01483 203941

RANMORE DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Fri 5th - Sun 7th November 2010
At: Oakwood Hill Village Hall, Oakwood Hill
Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU
Judges: 			
			
			
			

P.D. Stake		
W.D. Stake		
U.D. Stake 		
C&A			

Lauren Marlow
Stella Smyth
Caroline Ashford
Burt Maynard

Entry Fee: All Stakes: Non-members: £ 18.00 ; Members : £ 17.00
OAPs £1 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 4th OCTOBER 2010
Entries, With Fees To: Sue Henderson, 33 Highacre, Dorking, RH4 3BF
(Please enclose a S.A.E. - Thank you)
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SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Jedforest Deer & Farmpark,
Mervinslaw, Jedburgh, Roxburghshire,
Wednesday 1st December & Sunday 5th December 2010
(may go forward if necessary)
Judges: 		
		

TD
Ron Jaques
WD
Jim Jeffrey
CD
Ann Bedford
(All work in one day)

Entry Fees – Tracking Stakes £20.00, CD Stake £15.00.
(SKC Members £3.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 8th NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules/Entry forms, (including the fees and S.A.E) to the Trials Manager.
Sheila Shearer, 2 Plenderleith Cottages, Jedburgh,
Roxburghshire, TD8 6NE Tel. 01835 840664

PORTLAND DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
21st. October- 24th.October 2010
At: Waterston Ridge, Dorchester Dorset
Judges:
		
		
Veteran
WD&UD

UD.
W.D.
Veteran

Roger Shrimpton
Roger Shrimpton
Alan Hedges

Non Members £13
Non Members £17

Members £11
Members £16

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 20TH. SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules from/Entries to: Ms. Pat Middleton-Smith (Trials Manager)
Applegate Waterston Ridge Dorchester Dorset DT2 7SL 01305-264422 /
07831-457860
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On: 22nd and 24th October 2010
At: Long Compton, Oxfordshire.
Judges:
		
		

TD Nosework
UD Nosework
C&A and CD Stake

Heather Donnelly
Gill Lawrence
Sue Jones

Entry Fees: TD & UD - £18.00, CD-£13.00

(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members - Membership Number must be quoted on entry)

(Cheques should be made payable to B.A.G.S.D. Working Trials)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trial Manager:
Mrs Jennifer Speake, Ironstone Farmhouse, Milton,Banbury, Oxon. OX15 4HH
(Please enclose S.A.E.)

EAST ANGLIA WTTS
OPEN TRIAL

Sept 23rd-26th 2010
Waterlow Farm Kennels, Kings Lynn
Judges:		
			
			
			

PD
WD
UD
CD

Wendy Beasley
Sandra Lewindon
Mark Lewindon
Mark Lewindon

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes £16 members £15
CD £12 members £11
ENTRIES TO BE RECIEVED BY FRIDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 2010
entries with fees and s a e to Sandra Dearing Waterlow Farm Kennels
Waterlow Road, Terrington St Clement, Kings Lynn, PE34 4PS
Tel: 01553 828243 or 827322
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SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
Muthill Village Hall, Muthill, Crieff
Saturday 16th / Sunday 17th October 2010
Judges
		
		

TD
UD
CD

Sheila Shearer
Bill Mackie
John Hood

Entry fees: - Tracking Stakes £17.00, CD Stake £15.00,
(SKC Members £2.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SEPTEMBER 16TH 2010
(Any KC approved entry form will be accepted)
Entry forms, fee and S.A.E. (cheques payable to The Scottish Kennel Club),
Philippa Ireland, 10 Lochay Drive, Comrie, Perthshire, PH6 2PE,
Tel, 01764 670007
LINCOLNSHIRE GERMANS SHEPHERD DOG & ABTS
OPEN TRIAL
4th - 7th November 2010
Dunholme Village Hall, Honeyholes Lane, Dunholme, Lincoln LN2 3SU
Judges:

		
		
		

T.D. Nosework
W.D. Nosework
U.D.Nosework
C.D. & C & A

Judy Meekings
Dave Stewart
Dave Craven
Glenys Page

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes (TD WD UD) £17.00 C.D.£15.00
Members of L.G.S.D.&.A.B.T.S. may deduct £1.00
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY 4TH OCTOBER 2010.
Schedules from /Entries to Mrs Jean Morley, 6 Main Street; Upton, Gainsborough,
Lincs DN21 5NU
Please enclose a S.A.E. and make cheques payable to L.G.S.D.&. A.B.T.S
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ICENI WTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Wednesday 27th to Sunday 31st October 2010
At Tollesbury, Maldon, Essex.
Judges:
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD

Anne Thorpe
Christine Stewart
Christine Stewart
France Ball

Entry Fees: TD, WD, UD £20.00
CD
(£2.00 reduction for members)

£15.00

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY 23rd SEPTEMBER 2010
Entries to: Trials Manager – Mr Les Theobald,
13 Delamere Road, Colchester, Essex, CO4 0NH. Tel 01206 845654
(please enclose SAE)

LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 8th – 14th November 2010
at:
The Ex-Serviceman’s Club, Pailton, Warwickshire, CV23 0QB
Judges:
		
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD
Veteran

Tony Lockyer
Ann Shepherd
Maureen Reagan
Yvonne Carpenter
Dot Levin

Entry Fees: Nosework stakes £18.00, CD £13.00, Veteran £8.00
Members: £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: MONDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2010
Schedules from / entries with fees to:
Mrs Dot Levin, 9 The Ryelands, Lawford Heath, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 9EN
Tel: 07930 364352
(please enclose an SAE)
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NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
From 18th -24th October, 2010.
At: Satley Village Hall, Satley, Co. Durham.
Judges:
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD & Veteran

Lol Campbell
Bill Richardson
Ray Lea
Brian Glasgow

Trials Manager –Julia Findeisen .Tel. 07824 333 703
ENTRY FEES:
			
			

Tracking Stakes £17, CD Stake £13.
(Paid-up members £2 reduction)
Veteran Stake £5

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 15th SEPTEMBER, 2010.
Entry forms, fee and S.A.E. To:
Mrs J. Findeisen, Redmires Farm, Tow Law, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham. DL13 4PJ

AVON WORKING TRIALS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
9th - 10th October 2010
At The Assembly Rooms, St. Briavels, Gloucestershire. GL15 6TG
Judges: 		
			

CD		
Intro		

Janette Hickson (Sun only)		
Janette Hickson (Saturday only)

Entry fees: CD £11.00 Intro stake £9 both stakes £18
(£2 reduction for AWTTS members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY 16TH SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules from/entries (including the fees and SAE) to the Trials Secretary:
Felicity Veazey, Dolomiti, Lower Kingsdown Road, Kingsdown, Corsham, Wilts.
SN13 8BD
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WESSEX WORKING TRIAL CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
15th November - 21st November 2010
At: Aller Farm, Upottery, Devon.
Judges:
		
		
			

PD Stake
WD Stake
CD Stake

John Wykes
Pippa Bentham (all work in one day)
Pippa Bentham (all work in one day)

CD: Friday and Saturday only.
WD: Beginning of the week )
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes - £16.00. CD - £12.00.
(£1.00 reduction for paid–up members)

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY 18TH OCTOBER 2010
Schedules from / Entries with Fees (made payable to Wessex WTC) to:
Mr Brian Riste, 126 Henson Park, Chard, TA20 1NJ.
(Please enclose a S.A.E.)

MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
4 – 10 October 2010
The Snooty Fox Ollerton Notts NG22 9AD
Judges:
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD

Barrie Gilbert
Jean Howells
Dave Marchant
Steph McBride

Entry Fees: Tracking stakes £18.00 CD £16.00
(£2.00 reduction for paid up members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules/entry forms from and Entries and Fees to :David Waite
29 Queensway, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 7GG
Or download from workingtrials.co.uk
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SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
Macmerry, East Lothian

Saturday 9 And Sunday 10 October 2010
JUDGES
		
		
		
		
		

PD Stake
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake/Veteran
C&A

Heather Patrick
Lorraine Wilson
Penny Pritchard
Ann Forest
Yvonne Walker
Debbie Meade

TRIALS MANAGER: June McPhillips 01578 718861

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 7TH SEPTEMBER 2010
Tracking Stakes
CD Stake

ENTRY FEES
£15.00 ( Members )
£11.00 ( Members )

£17.00 ( Non Members )
£13.00 ( Non Members )

Entries for the above trials, schedules and information ( please send SAE ) from the Trials Secretary: Helen Jones, 12 Higginson Loan, Mayfield, Dalkeith EH22 5RE Tel: 01875 820464/ 07795
823369
NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
On: 26th, 27th & 28th November 2010
At: Lower Withington Parish Hall, Near Knutsford.
Judges:
		
		

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Linda Newbold
Cath Phillips
Lisa Coull

CD Saturday
TD UD CD All work in one day
Additional days will be used if required
Entry fees: TD UD £17 / CD £13
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 1ST NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to the Trials Secretary:
J M Stamp, 14 Talbot Grove, Walmersley, Bury. BL9 6PH
Tel: 01617 642649
Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope
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WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: DUNDEE, E nd ing o n Sund ay 7th NOVEMBER 2010
Judges
TD Stake
Jim Jeffrey
WD/UD Stake s
Tracey Park
CD Stake
Sheila Margreaves
All CD, UD, WD work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 1OTH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
William Rae, 5 South Street, Monifieth, Dundee, DD5 4PJ
Tel: 01382 530461
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: TILLMOUTH, NORTHUMBERLAND
E nding o n Sund ay 14 th NOVEMB ER 2010
Judges
UD Stake
Brian Glasgow
CD/ Special Veteran Stake
Roy Drummer
All work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 17TH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Jackie Suckling, 20 Orchard Smallholdings, Hume, Kelso, TD5 7TS
Tel: 01573 470773
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: ENFIELD, E nd ing o n Sund ay 6th DECEMB ER 2010
Judges
WD Stake
Mark Lewindon
UD Stake
Gary Martin
C&A
Eric Nicholls
All work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 28TH OCTOBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 5LZ
Tel: 01707 651724
Entry Fees for 2010 Trials: Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00 - Veteran, £5.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
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